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AI; ti"rltnc-r 
In general, marine and oft'shorv structures are large and complex structural systems, 
usually fabricated using steel tubular members interconnected through welded joints. 
't'hese structures arc predominantly subjected to oscillatory environmental loads and 
fistigue characterize-, a primary mode of f'ailurc of their components. The objective of this 
project was to investigate the fatigue lives of jacket structure subjected to environmental 
load. %. The project focused on the spectral methods employed by engineering consultants 
and accepted by most of the clients in Malaysia. I'rescnt works carried out by most of the 
engineering consultant arc mainly based on API R112A Working Stress Design. '1bc three 
kinds of spectral fatigue analysis are I)iscrctc Wave Analysis Method, Reduced Spectral 
Method and Full Spectral Method. In this project, Full Spectral Method was investigated 
and the design methodology adopted for the analysis was highlighted with regards to its 
advantages for the region. 1be design methodology was based on the use of Structural 
Analysis Computer System (SACS) suites of software. One typical jacket structure was 
chosen to demonstrate the method and to calculate the Catiguc life. This final output was 
compared to a manual calculation of fatigue life to observe the simplicity and efficiency 
of using the highlighted methods. 
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('IIAwIT It I 
IN"i7t()DI1("I'1()N 
1.1 BA('K(; It()IINI) OF ti'I'll1)Y 
In general, marine and offshore stnutures arc suhjcvtcd to fatigue primarily due to the 
action of seawater waves and the sea environmental loads. The load cycles in such an 
environment can be in the order of million cycles per year. Fatigue analysis is primarily 
addressed to design of the welded joints between jacket members as these are the 
weakest points for fatigue. The fatigue damage at any point in the structure depends on 
the complete stream history during the structure's service life. I)uc to the inherent random 
nature of various input parameters affecting the response of these structures, fatigue 
analysis is considered to be one of the most important and complex jacket analyses in 
the design of offshore structures. 
'I bcrv arc acvcral appnaachcs uwcd by cnginccrc to rectify thcsc problems, based on the 
aptncs±º and suitability. In most caw %, the methods employed For fatigue analysis arc 
I)etcrministic Fatigue Analysis and Spectral Fatigue Analysis. 
In the project, the Spectral Fatigue Analysis is discussed in detail. This method is 
capable of rotating. in a statistical manner. cause and ctlcct due to randomly occurring 
photo mesa in a linear system. This includes studies of the Discrete Wave Analysis 
Methoxl, which utilirrs wave spectra and transt'cr functions. thus allowing the 
rclationship of the ratio of structural response to wave height as a function of wave 
frequency to be developed for the wave frequency range. 'Ihcretine spectral fatigue 
accounts for the actual distribution of energy over the entire wave frequcrx: y range. 
In gcncnd. this thesis details the dcwign mcthrxlology adopted for the spectral fatigue 
analysis of jacket xtructums. 11us also itwludcs preparation of computer model and 
analyses proccdum with environmental load taken into consideration as an important 
wrpcet of the analysis. 
I 
1.2 Plt()ßI. F: M tifA7'F: MF: N"1' 
In recent yearn, a great deal of attention ha? becn lücuscd on general fatiguc cracking of 
jacket structure structural details. Since the phenomenon is so vital, marine engineers 
must consider fatiguc strength in their designs, especially for those structural 
components that we exposed to cyclic loading. Numerous research studies have been 
cordiucted in this field on both the theoretical and practical aspects. Consequently, a 
great deal of papers has been published resulting in various topics relating to fatigue 
assessment and prediction. 
Fatigue assmcnt and prediction is not a simple task. Many considerations of many 
effecting factors should be taken into consideration. The complexity of the fatigue life 
asscsstrxýnt arc chars trrizcd by the irregular nature of the sea, sire of structure, 
evaluation of stress concentration factors in welded joints and possihlc dynamic effects. 
In addition to this, the calculation of the stress history and its effects on the material is 
also a tedious task. Non-lincarities are not usually a problem when conducting a fatigue 
analysis because fatigue is usually dominated by a large number of small stress ranges 
for which the environmental loading and the structural response is normally 
approximately linear. 'lh a spectral analysis procedure is therefore very gmxf for fatigue 
calculation. 
In the project. the author arc emphasizing on the method of Spectral Fatigue Analysis. 
The spectral fatigue analysis method as well as simulated models for its application is 
studied and investigated. Fatigue lives are expected as the main output of this analysis. 
1 ()IuF; ("I'IVF; s ANI) SCOPE ()F STIJI)Y 
This project gives an introduction to the fatigue phenomena and the method to obtain the 
fatigue damage lives by applying methods of the spectral approaches using Structural 
Analysis Computer System (SACS) suites of software (Engineering Dynamics Inc. 
199K). The main objective of the project was to carry out complete procedure of the 
fatigue analysis to obtain fatigue lives of jacket structure subjected to environmental 
loads. These outputs arc compared to a manual calculation of tütiguc litc for the purpose 
of observing the more accurate and efficient method. 
the wcopc of study for the project fo tricd on the spectral method employed by 
engineering consultants and accepted by most of the clients in Malaysia. Present works 
carried out by most of the engineering consultants are mainly based on American 
Petroleum Institute, RNA-Working Stress Design (API RI'2A-WSI)). In the project, 
cme typical jacket structure was chosen to demonstrate the method and to calculate the 
fatigue life. 
By taking into conxidcration the fca' ihility of the projccct within the scope and time 
framc, -come variations on the basic methods used by the analysts working in industry or 
the more complicated methods being used for research purposc arc not included. In 
order to make the best use of the available computing resourccx and time, a considerable 
amount of ingenuity is applied to the analysis of structures subjected to environmental 
loading. Although the methyl may contain approximations, they do have the benefit of 
giving the analysts a hotter insight into structural behavior than one very large analysis. 
Most importantly, it is much more efficient, economical and time saving to implement 
the method rather than a tedious and inaccurate manual calculation. 
I 
('IIAP'1'M: R 2 
I. ITF: KATlIRF: REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
According to flarltrop and Adapts (1991), when a steel member is subjected to a 
sufficiently large tensile strew, small crack-like defects will grow in size and eventually 
cause the member to break. Metal fatigue has hindered progress in many a developing 
technology (Petroski, 1982), and the offshore industry is no exception. The collapse of 
the . 4kxankr 1.. Kielland 
during a storm in the North Sea was blurred on a faulty weld 
that developed into a fatigue crack (Phillips, I x)81). 'lhcrc arc of worse, many other 
examples of offshore structures failures following this disastrous incident in the recent 
YCAM" 
Fatigue mwnt he considcrcd in the design of all offshore structurca which arc subjected to 
repeated or fluctuating loads. For structures subject to environmental loading, the 
mixture of large and small stews ranges makes the endurance limit strew impractical and 
it becomes necessary to design for a required fatigue life instead. During the useful life 
of a structural member, the number of loading cycles, which may expected, varies 
tremendously. As jackets arc designed for deeper waters, from 150 m depth, their natural 
periods become lower and the dynamic excitation begins to luaus a profound effect on 
the stress levels achieved in all wave conditions (I lullam and I loopcr, 1973 ). 
2.2 Methods of Fatigue Analysis 
'Me mcthcxix for fatigue xnalyMi% follow n deterministic or a spectral apjmwch 
(11rchbia, 1977). When dynamic rcxjxmxc ix high, these two mcthoxix present a very 
different result or outcome. This is primarily because the deterministic method does not 
take into account the effect of underlying structural natural frequency content of the sea 
being filtered out and magnified by the structural dynamics. In addition, this is partly 
because the number of wave pcrioxis used in the deterministic analysis is less than for the 
4 
spectral analysis and partly because the deterministic method axsumcs one stress range 
per wave cyclc. In spcctral mcthcxi, this problem is accountcd for since it conforms to 
the reality in which, the resonant dynamic respemsc of the structure will not he to 
individual waves but to the energy in the sea at the natural lrcqucncy of the structure. 
2.2.1 Deterministic Fatigue Analysis 
'Ihc dctcrministic approach is based in knowing the height cxcccdancc diagram, usually 
for or year. Then the relationship between stresses at the hot spot and wave height is 
found and finally an accumulative stress damage curve is computed by plotting number 
of cycles vcrxus stress range. The number of the cycles can be obtained fnmm the wave 
exccedancc curve. It is generally recommended that the dynamic amplification factor is 
taken into account and sometimes this is obtained by computing the dynamic response of 
a simplified system instead of the response of the multi-degree of freedom structure. The 
accumulative stress history curve thus obtained is compared against curves such as the 
AWS or Lloyds failure curves using Miner's rule. 
the process is quite simple and straight forward. fly fitting closed form expressions for 
the curves, some authors have deduced formulae into two for the accumulated fatigue 
damage; one for the fatigue damage resulting from a single sea state (storm) and the 
other for that oxxurring during the service lifc of the structure. 'lhc dilfrrcncc is that the 
maxima for a single sea state can be approximated by a Rayleigh distribution while a 
more general Wcibull distribution is applied for long term damage. Several types of 
dctctministic fatigue analysis can be prop sed but they are all related and pretty much 
the same, their diffcrencc o being in the degree and type of approximation used. It is 
important to keep in mind that each simplification is significance since it implies another 
approximation in the results. This can easily introduce large cram due to the 
exponential characters of the curves. 
In addition, another *hortccxnintc or limitation of the analysis in the difficulty of knowing 
the nero upcraaxing pcnod for the %trc x hixturicx, from which the number of stress 
S 
cycles can he calculated. This period depends both on the structure period and the period 
of the exciting waves. The period is computed for the spectral fittiguc analysis by taking 
spectral moments but has to be approximated for the deterministic analysis. The rule is 
to use the saint period as the period of the waves fir structures with negligible dynamic 
amplification. When the dynamic elTccts can not be neglected (i. e fior those waves which 
frequcncics are within a certain interval of the fundamental frequency of the structure) 
the period is taken as that of the structure. 
2.2.2 Spectral Fatigue Analysis 
'Mc spectral apprt h to fatigue analysis is an attempt to account for the random nature 
of a confused sc: a in a rational manner. 'lax- method assumes that there is a definable 
relation between wave height and stress ranges at the connections and that at any point 
the elevation of the sea above its mean value is a stationary Gaussian random process. 
th a assumptions are most applicable for low to moderate scastates. Since these are the 
aoeaaztates of interest in fatigue studies, these assumptions can reasonably be accepted. 
I'M spectral fatigue analysis. firstly, we have to consider the different scastatcs for one 
year period and the percentage of time during which they act. From the distribution of 
stress peaks, the number of times a scastate produces peaks that exceed a particular 
stress level, can be computed. For each scastates this distribution is fully defined by 
knowing sum deviation at the point or 'hot spot' under consideration. the spectral 
curve can then be plotted for each scastate against the stress level. 'ihc curve is a 
Rayleigh distribution if the prucesa+ is narrow bard-d. '17hc total area under spectral 
curves is always equal to 1. The area A for instance describes for each scastatc the 
proportion of cycles in a particular stress range. This proportion is then multiplied by the 
total number of cycles for the particular stress range under consideration. 
Hy applying the same praecxsº for all the cycles. a cumulative xtresx history curve for a 
unc year per" ix obtained. 'Ilbcsc moults arc then multiplied by a xtrcxs conccntraniun 
factcx and ccxnparv d against the S-N curves using Miner's rule. 'Ilurcforc. the fatigue 
6 
damage for the particular point or 'hot spot' under consideration is obtained. The results 
arc influenced by the inaccunu: ics in the stress concentration factors and fatigue design 
curves. Fatigue tile in scvcral 'hot spots' was computed using different S-N curves and 
(liflcrcnl concentration factors. 
/Ju ochang Z. and Yuyong W. ( lax)), summarised the three kinds of spectral fatigue 
analysis methods with respect to its advantages and disadvantages. Fhc first kind of 
spectral fatigue analysis bw. od on deterministic analysis is the Discrete Wavc Analysis 
Methcxi, which is customarily used in fatigue analysis and life estimates for offshore 
structures. Its advantages are that it is simple and convcnicnt for calculating fatigue life, 
but its disadvantage is that it is difficult to include dynamic effects in a realistic way. 
The second kind of spectral fatigue analysis recognizes the probabilistic nature of the 
real sea state and of the dynamic response of ofTshore structures under wave loads. Its 
normal form is the Full Spectral Method, which includes a very complicated evaluation 
of the force spectral density matrix caused by the wave forces due to the velocity and 
acceleration of the water particles. licncc it is difficult to use in engineering practice. 
For multi degree of freedom (multi-IX)F) 3-dimensional structural systems. large 
computer storage and long ('I'll times arc needed to carry out the hot-spot-stress range 
spectral density of joints. Cronin pointed out that "the large number of nooks in real 
structures necessitates further simplification of the structural moxiel. " I lawevcr, with the 
aid of advance software today, this is proven to not he a problem at all. 
'1bc third kind of spectral fatiguc analysis is based on the assumption of a linear 
relationship between the wave height and the stress range of response: it yields the 
Reduced Spectral Methcxf, which is simple and practical but whose results we 
appn)ximatc. For the project, the author will focus on the second kind of spectral fatigue 
analysis that is the Full spectral Method, which is the most accurate result for fatigue 
analysis and not too complicated with the aid of Structural Analysis ('omputcr system 
(SACS) software, 
7 
'Ibc fatigue analysis is developed with input from a wave scatter diagram and from the 
natural dynamic response of the plutfomm, and the stiffness of the pile caps at the 
mudlinc. A detailed fatigue analysis should be performed to assess cumulative fatigue 
damage. Ibc analysis required is the spectral fatigue analysis which will he discussed in 
the pnnjcct. however, API allows a simplified fatigue analysis if the platform: 
" Is in less than 122 m (4(>) ft) water dcpth. 
" Is comstructcd ofdtwtilc stccl. 
" 11a3 redundant framing. 
"I las natural periods kss than 3 seconds. 
2-3 Fatigue Ameaameatx 
2.3.1 Sod-Structure Interaction 
An area of still greater uncertainty than fatiguc is that of spit-structure interaction. The 
main difficulty is the charactcriration of the soil, which presents a complex non-linear 
behavior. In some cases, this behavior is approximated by equivalent historic damping. 
1 he behavior of the soil surrounding the laterally loaded pile is often described in terms 
of p-y curve-., which relate the soil resistance to the pile deflection at various depths 
below the ground surface. A set of typical p-y curves will be shown. In general, these 
curves are nom-linear and depend on several parameters, including depth, shearing 
strength of the soil, and the number of load cycles. 
It is mw generally accepted that soil foundation interaction is important and should be 
taken into account when calculating on the res xmre of the system. I low important it is 
will depend on the particular soil and structure under consideration. 
K 
2.3.2 Stress Concentration Factor (ti('M') 
Stress ccrwcntration factors (SCFs) arc impossible to determine in a simple firm and 
although some empirical formulae exist, the difference between applying one or the 
other or carrying out a full finite element analysis can be considerable. Another 
important point is the directionality of the waves. Using directional spectra yields a 
substantial reduction in computed fames. According to Marshall, 1976, directional 
spreading is essential for the lower waves of primary interest on fatigue analysis and 
taking it into account the stress may be influenced by a factor of 2 and the fatigue 
damage ratio by a factor of 10. 
According to Rarltrop and Adams (1991), in complicated stress fields, it is not always 
clear what stress should he used in conjunction with the S-N curve. In most cases, any 
stress concentration effect that is not directly associated with the detail should he 
allowed for in the calculation of the applied stress. For plated construction its is usually 
quite straightforward to determine the applied stress that is consistent with the tests and 
to allow for any additional stress concentration cflccts by the use of finite clement 
analysis or graphs, such as those by Peterson (1974). The exception is where crack 
growth is expected from a sharp notch or a sharp corner which is not part of the 
gcumctry of a test specimen. In these situations the stress may be theoretically infinite 
and an S-N curve approach is unsatisfactory. 
In offshoxv tubular stnxaumc, the welding of brace mcmbcrº directly onto the chord 
using single-sided welds is commonly employed. According to I. cc (1999). the use of 
single-sidod welds assumes that fatigue cracking will always initiate at the weld toe. 
Ilowcvcr, if the 5('I: at the internal weld root is relatively high compare with that at the 
external weld toe, cracking might initiate at the weld root. To cvaluatc the fatigue 
pcrfoxtnance of single-sided welds, the S('F is used in conjunction with an appropriate 
S-N curve. 
Q 
In the past, a large amount of st Mies on S('Fs at the weld toe hot spot locations among 
various uniplanar tubular joints was carried out. I lowcvcr. multiplaner joints are an 
inherent feature of offshore tubular strictures. According to ('hicw, Soh and Wu (1999). 
the multiplaner effect plays an important role in the stress distribution at the brace to 
chord intersection arras of the spatial tubular joints of offshore platforms. For such 
multiplaner connection, the parametric stress formulae of simple uniplanar tubular joints 
are not applicable in SC prediction. I)uc to the complexity and high cost involved, less 
research has been initiated for the multiplaner unnections. To date, relatively little 
information is available for fatigue design of multiplaner tubular joints in existing design 
axles. 
Referring to Morgan and Lee (1998), in service, tubular joints in an otl'khorc jacket 
structure are usually subjected to a combination of axial, in- and out-of-plane bending 
loadings. According to their studies, although the hot spots, where cracks are usually 
initiated, under uni-axis loadings are often located at the waddle or the crown, the 
locations under multi-axis loading may be anywhere along the intersection. The resultant 
stress distribution under multi-axis loading may be obtained by the superposition of the 
elastic stress fields from the individual loading modes. 'This is one of the reasons why 
accurate distribution of %CFs is necessary for both the inner and outer surfaces. It is for 
the sake of obtaining reliable fatigue lifc predictions. 
2 33 ti-N ('orve 
(kneially, S-N curves are obtained from fatigue testing of small specimens in test 
lahorstories. the testing is carried out until the specimens have tilled, in the case of 
simple test specimens. Fmm ! kt Norskc Vcrita. 'c Recommended Practice for Fatigue 
Design of ()fshore Steel Structures I Ref'. 61, in these specimens, there is no p)ssihility 
for redistribution of arses during crack growth. This means that most of the fatigue 
life is associated with growth of small crack that grows faster as the crack size increases 
until fracture. 
IO 
The selection of S-N curve should he made accordingly. This includes the selection of 
S-N curves for air environment, S-N curves in seawater with cathodic protection and 
also S-N curve for tubular joints in air environment and in seawater with cathodic 
protection. In addition to these, there arc S-N curves fi)r cast nodes. S-N curves for 
forged nodes, S-N curves for free corrosion. S-N curves for base material of high 
strrngth steel, and last but not least, S-N curves I'M small diameter umbilicals. 
2.3.1 Fatigue Damage and Fatigue Life 
According to I'illai and Verna (2(X)6), the fatigue damagc at any point in the structure 
dcpcnds on the complete stress history during the structure's service life. The calculation 
of this stress history and its effects on the material is a complex task. 
For non-tubular members und plates, stress points at the extreme outer fibers are to be 
evaluated. i oc tubular connections. fatigue investigates eight points on the chord and 
brace sides of the connection. For the derivation of lincarised foundation, the fatigue 
damage scatter diagram in used. '11wc Ii tiguc damage is assumed to he proportional to the 
number of occurrence of the scastate and to the significant wave height raised to the 
power of the selected S-N curve slope, and inversely proportional to the mean rem 
upmrxsing pales!. +. The centre of fatigue damage wave is derived from this diagram. 
Rased on the determined c cntroid, the equivalent deterministic wave which causes an 
equal amount of damage is determined. 
'lhc amual damage at each location in the joint is calculated by summing the damage for 
all the specified mmswcs. The damage inflicted by an individual scuxtatc arc computed 
auuming a Rayleigh distribution of the stresx ranges and a stress to cyles-to-failure ratio 
as given in the S-N curve. (icncrally, all joints shall be designed for a nominal fatigue 
life of twice the design %crvice life of the platform with a long term cumulative damage 
(Palmgrvn-Mincr) ratio not exceeding 1.0. For itwcccssihlc joints, fatigue life shall he 
designed with applied safety factoni. 
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MF; 7'II()IX)I. (X: Y 
3.1 (; F: NI': ItAI. MF: 1'11()IK)1. (K; Y 
hach research is conductcd by undcrgoing a preliminary stage ot' infimmation gathcring 
and in dcpth studies on rclutccf topics of the rcscarch. All the intürmution gained is 
refcrrrd to as sources of literature before pnocccding to the project activities. 
Pic scourcc of information is ohtuincd from texttxxok. jourrutls. tcchnical -ports and 
papers from libraries, or bring purch scd from avuiltthlc txxokstores. Apart from the 
hardcxopies, softcopics of rclatcd topics or articles was surfed through the intcmct. Some 
previous thesis of the same field of studies was being put to a good use as a reference. In 
additicnt, standard codes and specification is a very important reference to the auttxor's 
studies. 
For the topic, the specific methodology used is basically using computer simulation by 
software to generate the mass model and run analysis using the soflwarc programs. 
Info mwition of the soflwarc is discussed in the tool section. 
Subaoqucntly. crnxa and uncertainties in rcsult wcrc identified. 'Ilwsc results from the 
analysis are bcingxtudicd and rrvi. rod. All ncccsnary mcxfiliuttitms were made. 
Last but nit Iran, the rv'ults obtaincd wcrc discussrd comprvhcnsivcly. From the results 
and discussion, conclusion of the studics was made. This is followed by 
recommendations for futurc rclrvancc of the nwtter. 
12 
3.2 tiYF: ('IF'1(' MF: '1'11()IK)I. ()(: Y 
The meths d!! of analysis art probably the most reliable part of the design pm-cm due to 
the many recent advances in computational mechanics. Thus, it is important fir analysts 
to choose the hest method for the fcasihility and cfficicncy of analysis. 'l he options for 
these methods were summarized in Figure 1. 
*t he first option is to use static analysis. I Iowcvcr, a rule of thumb indicates that when 
the period of the system is larger than 2 seconds, dynamic amplification becomes 
important. (Note that the period of the structure-water-soil system is generally quite 
difTcrrnt frexn the period of the structure only). It is also important to point out that even 
structures analyicd statically will eventually require sonic dynamic consideration to 
analy .e the cflW of 
fatigue. This is the main mason why the author has taken into 
consideration the effects of dynamic and its characteristics. Fvcn in the case of 
dcn: pwatcr jackets, the importance of' dynamic cf cvts is particularly true with 
fundamental pcriods at which there is significant wave energy. 
As the inertia forces are comparatively important, dynamic analysis was adoptod. 
Subseyucntly, fregdeney domain was selected, in which case transient effects are 
neglected and one concentrates in the steady state. 'Ire method implied having a linear 
system. the other possibility is to analyze the system in the time domain by some step 
technique, in which case transient effects may be considered as well as non lincaritics. 
Uuc to computer time savings the fr x ucncy domain analysis was prcfcrrcd. but if one 
want to study cffccts such as drag. an carthquakc, or non linear wavc theorics the timt 
intcgration method is needed. 
Frcquertcy tkxnain metluxbt was divided into deterministic and pnAmbilimic. or 
wmetimci ktx)w% as nux: haxtic, or cvcn better and well known ui the author rvfcr% to, 
the spectral Methods. 
13 
The deterministic analysis applies a series of design waves and uses the long term 
cxcccdancc diagram liar futiguc. Spectral methods have become increasingly popular 
with analysts during recent years. They can be used to study the behavior of the 
structures during the extreme design stoma and its long teen behavior by analyzing it for 
a range of xa states. 
Spectral curves of wave height are the information needed to start the spectral analysis. 
Ihey are converted into spectral cstimatcs of' traces by applying a transfer function 
which is simply the square of the resulting wave force per unit wave height. The new 
spectrum is multiplied by the ordinates of the structural transfer function. This transfer 
function is the square of the dynamic response per unit wave force. The final response 
curve was integrated and it produced the variance for displacement or stresses. The 
procedure can be extended to obtain other statistical information about the system such 
as Tong term behavior. 
'ibc drawback is that uric analysis is rryuired for cosh sca state in order to study 
Cumulative damagc. I iuwcvcr, the SA('S saftwarc that was bcing used has encountered 
this problem with its reasonable and relatively tolerable time used for the analysis. 'Ibis 
is madc possible by its programs and modulcs that effectively utilimd input and obtained 
all cs+cntial% output for the fatigue analysis. 
It is nownidays acccptrd that the spectral mcthud% givcs good exult fir fatigue analysis 
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3.4 '1'(M)1 . 
Basically, the tool uvcd for modeling and fatigue analysis is the software called 
Stnicturnl Analysis Computer System (SACS). SACS is a finite clement structural 
analysis suite of programs for the ofl'shore and civil engineering industries. 
SACS anisists of vcvcral compatible structural analysis programs which arc intcrfacxxf 
to each other to eliminate the requirement, but not the ability, for user interaction with 
the output of one program before input to another. All programs include a full 
complement of standard engineering defaults in both English and Metric units to 
simplify input. 
Fatiguc is a post pr ccssing program of the SA('S suitc that cvuluutes the pcrformancc 
of the stnx: turc with respcct to futiguc fuilurc. It : %S% the common solution hic as its 
fundemcntal data hesc wpplcmcntcd by scvcrul input Tins whcrc the user sclacts from 
among the various analysis and dcsign options availahlc. 
SACS system suports the fatigue analysis by having several functions which is very 
user-fricndly and easy to use. Among the functions available for the analysis of 
dynamics and fatigue are: 
" Animatcd mcxlc +hnpc% 
" I)ctcrminixtic and random dynamic wnvc respun. wc artnlysis. 
" E: xtrcmr wavc analysis. 
" 1)ynuttic Spcctral cxtrcmc wind and wind 1'atiguc analysis. 
SACS Module of Fatiguc-Intcrartivc will he umcd in addition 14) the SACS In-Placc 
Mudulcaº. 
IR 
('IHAN'I'M: R 4 
RESULT AND 1)IS('UUSSION 
4.1 JACKET PLATFORM PIt()JF: ('1' FIF: VIF: W 
the author has chosen Kanowit (KAK(, -A) Platform for the spectral fatigue analysis. 
KAKG-A Platform is one of jacket structure comprised in the Kumang ('luster 
l)cvtlopment Project. Phase I consist of F9, Kumang and Karxowit fields. Engineering 
design has been prepared for the development of Kumang ('luster fields. The Kumang 
('luster coxnpnses of a Central Production Platfirm (('I'I') Kanowit field and drilling 
platform fir F9. Kumang and Kanowit Field. 'I? tc ('111' trunk line to the shore is to be 
designed to transport 500 MMscfd gas about 22, ((X) hhl/d condensate with I(P/e upward 
margin to aril stream day peaking rrquirrmcnt. Ilic facilities will be dcvclopod, 
installed and starts operating by fourth quarter of year 2(X)9. 
Kanuwit (KAK(i-A), will be a ('cntrnl i'nx: voing Platform (('P1'), whilc Kumang 
(Kllti-A), F9 (F9J'I'-A) and Kan)wit (KATF-A) will be a drilling satcllitc suitablc for 
NO Jack-up and lender As. 'ºi, tcd Rigs. 'ilic drilling satellite will be dciignod as an 
unmanned opcrutian with minimum pnxxssing equipment, utilities and intcrvannccting 
pipelines. First (ia+ f'r%xn Phase I I)cvclupmcnt is targeted in the fourth quarter, 2009. 
Kanowit ('PP (KAK(; -A) is cnvisagcd to havc till IlcdKcd facilities i. e. condensate wW 
ps wparstion xyxtcm, gas romprrs-sion system, gas and candcnsatc dehydration xystcrn, 
praducc watrr trratmcnt xyxtcm, telecommunication system, pnx: cs. s control and 
maniwrtng acyxtcnt equipment, comcraitm inhibitor, launchcn and roccivcm. pedestal 
ctsnc, cttfqcxfy mctrring, flan- tripod bridge system, chemical injection system, 
opcNclo*ed drain xyxtcros, living yuartcrx, and hclidock. 
19 
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4.2 ti"l'ltll("1'IIItAI. JA('KM: TM()1)F: I. IN(: 
A3-1) space fnunc computer SACS mmicl based on tiuhstnx: turc In-placc KAKG-A 
Platform was mcxklcd and u. sad lior jacket spcY: trul fatiguc analysis. The mcxicl cconacixtuq 
of the following: 
" lackct xuurturr 
" I'ilcs atx)vc mudlinc 
" Iiýwtlanding 
"I upsiclc 
Fhc structure nuxiel is developed from the in-place mahl with maiiticatiuns below: 
" Independent degree of freedom is mcxlcled by specifying three (X. Y. %) free- 
rctaincd dcgrvcc of frvcdom at jacket/dcck Icg rxxks at the main framing levels 
and X-joints of jacket vertical cross bracings. Few other free-retained degree of 
freedom ncxlcs are also specified within an acceptable level of computer respon c 
time. 
'llbc flooding option for pilc elements are changcd to non-tkxxicd so that 
cntrappcd fluid maxi is not computed as the flcxxied (cgs have accounted for the 
effect. 
" Ihc effective outer dlamctcr for pile and wishbone elements arc overridden by a 
very small value -A) that added hums (ür the xatnc will not be computed by 
pR rim. 
" All gravity. curtrnt. wind and buoyancy luncis that da not umtrihutc to fatiguc 
damagc am dclctod. 
21 
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Fore 4: Modelled KAK(: -A Platform using Structural Computer System (SACS) 
4.3 FOUNDATION MODEL 
I he pilcs bcluw the mudlinc are moxlclad as supcr clcmcnts in terms of' linearized 
foundation stiffness matrix in lieu uf'u pile stub and pile spring. 
For frvqucncy domain analysis, it is necessary to Iitwnrirc the nom-linear foundation 
nxxkl. I. incariicd foundation supcrelemcnts or xtiffncss matrices arc created at each pile 
head automatically by the PSI program based on the average pile displaccmcnts and the 
'centre of damage' sca-statc i. e. the scastatc contributes most significantly to fatigue 
damage with topeeidc loads in Operating condition. 
Four matricca arc derived for the four (4) piles h&-, cd on the in-place nican sca level 
(MSI. ) and maximum topside load caic i. Four (4) wave in x and y axcx dircctianmi are 
invcstigatcd rrxpcetivcly to generate the foundation xupcrclcmcnt. 
43.1 tioü Isvestiption and Pik-, Strudurv Interaction (PSI) Input File 
For pilastructurv interaction (I'SI) input file. the data was obtained from the Soil Rclxnt 
of Pile Foundation Analy%cn. Me n purl of gcotcchnical invcstigation war carried out by 
'I1. (iooecicncc% Sdn. Nhd. CI'1. (; SN) for I'rtrunas ('arigali Sdn. I3hd. (I"CSN). The final 
cnginaering report contains the prrrcntation of soil strntitication hared on all ofislwre 
and onrhom teat rcywhs and provides the parameters for foundation design. 
4.3.2 Neu Psram«m sad I)sts ('oadhba 
Acccxdin* to the . oil prolile, itrnerally, the xubsuil at KAK(; -A locution are mostly 
cumjxixrd of Clays and Santis throuighout 1Il(hn dcpth ol'the horrhok. Thcs. oil profile is 
sxunmarimd in Appendix A. 
23 
4.3.3 Lateral load - Deflection (p-y) 
Cyclic hooting protium potential dctcrioration of the soil at large strains particularly 
near the aeafloor. The p-y data developed for this study are applicable to single, isolated 
pilex subjected to repeated lateral load. The diameter of the pile used is 1676 mm ((*6 
in). The rv pectivc p-y data which is the source for the PSI Input File is uttachcd in 
Appendix A. 
1-1.1 Axial load "transfer (t-x & q-z) 
Axial lo. d-dcfonnation data giving mobilization of skin friction with respect to relative 
displacxmcnt between pile and soil have been calculated using the recommendations of 
the API RP 2A WSI) (2000). 'I -z data represent the development of soil-pile friction 
along the pile shad. and q-z data represent the development of end hearing resistance. 
However. for PSI Input file. only p-y and t-x data are considered. 'i1ese data is attached 
in Appendix A. 
4.4 ('b: NTftl": OF QAMA(: b: tit': AtiTA'I'6: ('()MPII'i'A'I'1()N 
I'I ccntrrof-damage %ca. Ktatc is derived tnmm the wave %cattcr diagram to generate the 
foundation xupcmiemcnt, which is modeled by linear moil springs. The wave "ttcr 
diagram is attached in Figure 5. 
'ibc piks bylaw the mudlinc arc nxxdclcd ms -super clcmcnts in tcm3 of lincanicd 
lounditiun s*dTncii matrix in licu of a pile stub and pi1c %pring. 
24 
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Fur c S- Wave Scatter Diagram at Kumaag-Kaaawit 
l-'nxn the wnvc scatter diagram. the data arc tubulatcd to get the sum for wave 
calculation. For the fins tnblc, the waves arc summed up vertically and horizontally, 
which, in the end, will end up the same value, that is S8440. Rclcr to Table 1. 
Aftcr this, the same data is wind for calculation of the probability of occurrent, Pi. In 
this table, each wave data from every wave height and wave pcricxl ranges were hcing 
divided with the total summed up in the previous table, 58440. All thcsc values are then 
urnmed up main to obtain the probability of oc urrence. Pi. Refer to 't'able 2. 
Fox the last table, Table 1, the xummcd up calculation is a hit confusing. 'lhe following 
is the formulation of the calculation : 
l) To get wave data for this table, the wave data from the previous table, 'Pablo S. 
for each wave height and wave perioxi, arc being u. rcd. This data are then 
multiplied by the average wave height to the power of 3.74. 'lhcn, the values are 
divided with the average wave period. l. ct say, for instance data from 'Fahle 5 is 
-11-, then the calculation goes like this : 
Data, I), -[Hx(Ave. Ii. ^3.74)1/Ave. T. 
2) Sum IA - Sum of all data, I). vertically and horimntally, will end up the 
same value 
1) Sum l), IL - For each row, 1), is multiplied with its respective average If.. 'Then 
all these valucs are summed up for one total value, Sum 1). 1 Ii 
4) Sum I11. - For euch column, IN is multiplied with its respective average '1.. 
Then all these values are summed up for one total valuue, Sum I)'Ci 
l-tx the final fatiguc wavc utkulatiun. 
1) II. -(Sum1)dh)/(tiuml)i) -2.204rn 
2) Ta - (Sum I), Ti) / (Sum ! A) - 5.7K2 in 
3) ('cntral of I)amagc. I im.. -1.86-11. - 4.10X) in 
4) ('antral of i ianutgc. '1'm. - 1.41 x Is K. 153! im. 
5) Fatiguc Wavc titccpnax. r 1)anuminator, -(1.56 x'1'm.. ^2) / IIm.. 
- 25, u, "cc wavc titarpnca. q - 1120 
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Table 1: 
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4. S 1)1"NAMI(' ANAI. ti'tilti 
From the xttuctural modcl and lincarincd f iundation springs. I)ynpac Input tic 
pcrftwmcd cigcnvaluc analysis to obtain structure naturc frcyucncics and mode shapcs. 
the I)ynpoc pragrare modulc generated dynamic characteristics including cigcnvcctcxs 
or natural mode shapcs. cigcnvalucs or natural pcriods and modal internal load and 
xtresa voctors for a structure. 
Iiccauac the I)ynpac mcxiulc providcd the mode %hapc and mas a required for modal 
dynamic analysis, its cxccution is required prior to cxccution of any of the SACS 
dynamic prtrama. 
I)ynpac rvgwrrd a SA('S input model fi1C or output structural data file and a I)ynpac 
input file tor execution. hie program created it common solution file containing 
nornualirrd mode., hapca, fmqucncics, internal loads etc, and a nui. vi file. 
Since the dynamic capabilities in the SACS system used linear theory (ic. Modal 
superposition), rum-linear fnundaticros were rcprc%cntcd with a linearly equivalent 
system. The equivalent linear foundation model is incorporated into the SACS model for 
the purpcrres of dynamic analysis. 
the PSI proem is used to gcncratc an equivalent foundation stifTncss matrix or supcr- 
ckmcnt to be uscd to represent the foundation for dynamic analysis. 
3U 
4.5.1 Natural Pffi1N1 
Structural nxxk xhapc% arc obtaincd bascd on the cstahlishccl muss modcl and 
foundation supcrclcmcnt in dctcffnining the frcc-vibration propcrtics of'plat f>rm. l)ctails 
of the mock shapc plots and cigcnvaluc analysis arc attachcd in Appcndix ill. the 
natural pcriods for all mock -diapcs shown in 'l'ahlc 4 hclow wcrc hascd on opcrating 
conditions. 
1 0.355 2.819 
2 0.185 2.601) 
3 0.416 2.4(K) 
4 1. ()9,; 0.915 
_ S I. 185 0. K44 
6 1.109 0.731 
7 1.700 0.566 
K 1. K(W 0.554 
9 2.068 0.4K4 
10 2.141 0.427 
11 2.369 0.422 
12 2.517 0.397 
13 2.626 0.381 
14 2.710 0,369 
iS 2.791 0.358 
10 2.848 (1.351 
17 3. (><N) 0.323 
IN 3.180 0.314 
19 3.331 0.3(x) 
20 3.484 0.287 
Table 4- Natural Period 
II 
4.5.2 Mass Summary 
The %castatc Program prior to the model analysis generated the structural masses of the 
stricture jacket and topsides. Scastatc is an automatic environmental load generating 
program within the SACS suite of programs. With it the user can generate 
environmental kakis, on the structure resulting from wind, waves, current, mudflow, 
gravity and buoyancy. Scastate is designed to produce input data of SACS fir static 
analysis. It may also be used to create wave loading used to develop wavc transfer 
functions used is static and dynamic spectral fatigue analyses. Substructure and topside 
appurtenances and equipments masses are converted from loads, and applied at the 
respective locations. 
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4.6 WAVE KE: tiPt)NtiE: 
the Wave Response prugnnm module is used fir the computation of the dynamic 
responses of the jacket structure subjected to wave action including forces due to water 
particle velocities and accelerations. 
'Ibc program used the dynamic charactcrixtic, i calculated by I)ynpac and hydrodynamic 
properties along with wave kinematics calculated by Scastatc program moxlulc. 
For spectra) fatigue analysis. the program allowed awes to readily generate global 
transfer function plots and to generate the required loading fir the fidigue transfer 
function. Global haw shear or overturning moment transfer function plots created may 
be employed to define frequencies to be wicd in a dctailcd analysis. 
Thc Wavc ltcapoxw jxugrum is nlsc) uscd to gcncratc oxluivalcnt static: loading utilized 
in the transfer functions. 
11 
4.6.1 Static Transfer Function 
A transfcr function dcfsnes the ratio of the rangc of cyclic stress to wave height as a 
function of frequency (usually for one direction of wave). Static hassc shear transfer 
functions were determined using wave periods ranging from 1.0 s to 25.0 s. for each of 
the directions 0", 4S" and 90". The associated wave height is hascd on a constant wave 
steepness of 1: 20. hie static transfer function plots of the three (3) wave directions arc 
attached in Appendix CI. "These static transsdcr functions arc used to assist in selecting 
the wave frvyucncy for the analysis. 
4.6.2 Dynamk Transfer Function 
Dynamic stns tran. %fcr functions wcrc dctcrTnincd using 85 wavc periods ranging from 
1.0 s to 25 %, far each of the tight (8) dircctions. "Ihc associated wavc hcight is based on 
a constant wave stccfxress of 1: 20. For each wavc attack directions, 85 wavc frCqucncics 
havc been sckctcd to adcquatcly dctinc the peaks and troughs of the transkcr functions. 
'ihc %hapc of the dynamic haw shcar transfer functions should confirm to the static 
tnansfcr function, cxccpt at the f'rcyucricics near its natural frequency at the specific 
natural mode con' and to the wave din ction. 
! he dynamic trunsfcr function plots of the tight (8) wavc dircctionx arc attached in 
Appendix C2. 
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4.7 F'ATl(; VF: ANAI. l tilti 
Fatigue is a post-processing pn)gram of the SA('S suite that evaluates the performance 
of the structure with respect to fatigue failure. It also provides an option to redesign 
tubular joint cans and brace stubs where required. The program analyzes tubular, plated 
and shell elements. 
In addition, Fatigue usod the common solution filc as its fundamcntal data base 
supplcmcntcd by several input lints where various analysis and design options available 
art sclected. the common solution file can be the result of a static, dynamic or PSI 
analysis. 
4.7.1 Fatigue tieaatstc 
The fatigue acaxtatcs wcrc developed from the Environmental Iksign criteria included in 
the Appendix E. the energy of the scastatcs was described by E'icrion-Moskowitz wave 
spectra. A total of eight (ß) wave dirm-tions were txnsidcrcd in the derivation of fatigue 
scsitatc. 
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4.7.2 Fatigne Environmental Data 
'lhc cnvinmmcntal data arc as follows 
" Ibc watcr dcpth - Mean Sea I. cvcl (MSI. ) - 77m 







Rough Mrmhrr 0.8 
Table 6- Uralt and Mass (ocefkicnt on Surface of Member 
1o allow for drag cfTcc: ts of the substnicturc aiuxks when subjected to wavc loads, the 
atxovc Cd and C. valuc shall he increased by 5%. 
" Wind and cunrnt loads arr not considcrcd in fatigue urmlysis 
"Uc short-term scastatcs are dc%cribcd using Pierson-Moskowitz wavc spectrum 
" Airy Wavc 'I hccxy is used. Airy linear wavc theory results in wave profiles that 
are pure sinusoids and can rra.. cºnably serve as tn*n der function generators. 
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4.7-1 Analysis Parameter 
ß. 7J, 1 titress Concentration Factor (M V) 
S('f; s are multiplied by the nominal membcr cnd stresses to give hot spot stresses for use 
in conjunction with fatigue analysis based on the S-N curves approach. S-N curves 
provide the relationship between the applied stress range (5) and the maximum 
allowable number of cycles for design against fatigue (N). 
4.73.2 ti-N Curve 
71c S-N curve used in the analysis it the All RP2A-WSI) Errata and Supplcmcnt 2 
Wcldcd Joints (WJ) S-N Curve I Ref. 21. 
A wall thickncsa ccxrLýction factor had bccn implcmcntcd according to AI'I-ItP2A-WSI) 
Sertion 5. S, 2 (Itef. 21. Allowahlc xtre-cs from the S-N curvcs for mcmbcrn with wall 
thickness greater than 16 mm wcrc factorrd down according to thc following ayuation : 
0.25 
Allowable Stress c So It I 
S. - Allowuhlc ýrtrcx. r Inmi thc S-N curvc; 
t- Hrrutch thickncxr; 
b- Limiting hunch thickncga 
l 
II-! yuutian 1J 
For welds with pn)tilc c-omtrol a. y dcfincd in API KP2A-WtiU ticction I1.1.3d, thc 
improvcmcnt factor Wu') on allowable xtrcuM rangc, S. is cunxidcrcd, whcrc i is dcfincd 
as the ratio of the hranch/chcml thicknc&ws. In addition, a Icw. v imcncnuc thickncas 
cartrrtim exponent (0.20 vs 0.25) ix al lowed. 
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For Mitt-weldcd joints, lull grinding of the surfiicc profile to a radius not less than 0. it as 
defined in A1'l-RP2A-WSI) Section ('5.5.3© allows for a Iifc improvement factor of 2 
on the W1 curvc as well as a 0.15 thickncss correction cxponcnt for thicknesses greater 
than 16 mm. 
4.7-13 Target lives 
Ihr targct fatiguc livcs arc takcn a. r ti)Iluwy : 
" Wcldcd details ac cc iblc to in. Ypection and rcluir : Twice the planned in-service 
fatigue life of 30 years, i. e. M) years 
" Welded details without access to inspection and repair : Four (4) times the 
planned in-service life of a0 years, i. c. 120 years. 
IN 
I Atulk%v, tiuflwurr SACS -) uti ßuc 
2 SCI. I'l1RUUlutll/ti 1,11hyiniou's Equation 
3 Minimum SC 1.5 
4 S-N Curve 
API RI'2A-WSl) Errata and 
Supplement 2 WJ S-N Curve 
lid. 2 with thickness correction 
5 Tar Fatigue Life 00 years 









Cd - 0.840 2.10 
x Wave I: ncrijy Spectra I'icrlon-Moskowity. 
Table 7 -- Analysis Parameter 




I x. 011 U 
I I. bK923 
I ti7,24 
K I, 33 
Add it stub 551x511 






21,7UK5.. I1K. K7 
Wcld toc grinding 
"I'abk 9 Fatigue Life of ticn*itivr Joint 
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4.8 F'A T1(; 1'F: ('A1. ('111. A'1'1()N 
the following table illustrated the manual firtigue life calculation at jacket structure's 
joint. the wave height (II). period (F). and probability of occurrence (P) are tabulated as 
sloovºn. 'These values are obtained from the scast tc data for the platform. A Stress 
Concentration Factor of 2 is adopted to determine the design life according to 
PFTK()NAS 'technical Specification (1''l S). 
() 0.5 4,0 0.4') I 10 20 340.646 ,_ 1()' 
O. S 1,0 4. S 0.; 88 3l) 60 5.595(X) - IO 
1. U 1.5 5.0 0.210 50 100 0.82824 y 10 
1.5 2,0 5. S 0.122 60 120 0.41881 x IU 
2.0 2.5 6.0 0.054 70 140 0.23531 - 10 
2.5 1.0 6.5 0.019 80 160 0.14281 x 10 
3.0 3.5 6.5 0.005 (X) 180 0.09193 x 10 
3,5 4.0 7.0 0. (X)1 1(X) 200 0.06199 x 10 
'I'abk 9 -- calculation of fatigue life at joint using firnt approximated strcasea 
the major drawback of manual calculation of fatiguc lift if that the xtresxex arc 
approximatc and accurate because dynamic cfTcctx of the sca are not canxidcred 
aucurutcly. Thus, a mngc of xtrcvcw arc bring con. -; idcrvd for the calculation. 'lhexe 
valuca arc calculator! in Table 10 and 11. 
'fl cquation xpccificd in the FIN to obtained N valucs arc w tiollows : 
a«-S i t: yuatiun 121 
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'Ibc cakulation of fatiguc litc in ycanc : 
T 0.4y1 a.: 388 0. '220 0.122 
lU" 4x : 340. f, ii). 4.5 x 5.59-5896 
+5x0.838238 + 5.5 x 0.41881 
0.054 0.019 0.005 0.001 
f6x0.2: 35: i08+6. SxU. 1428Ufi+6.5x0. Uy1yl6+7x0.0619871 
T 
-. 10ý 
10,00036 + 0.0154 + U. U5; i 1+ 0.05296 + 0.0382 l+0.0205 + 0.008368 
+ g. UOZ: iUS 1 
T 
- ia (0,1911y3) <1 
-+ T-5,230: 317 x 100xecs 
16. S9 years 
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'llic stunc calculation wim carricd out us the previous pnxxdurc using diffcrcnt strcxS 
mngc. Thc tabics and rrsult are as follows : 
ou -S. u 0.491 S 1ýº In' 
0.1 1.0 4.5 0.188 15 30 74.7090 - 10 ý 
1.0 Ls 5.0 0.220 25 50 11.00(A x 10 
1.5- 2.0 5.5 0.122 30 60 5.595% x 10 
2.0 2.5 6.0 0.054 35 70 3.14404 x 10' 
2.5 3.0 6.5 0.019 40 80 1.90809 x 10 
3.0 3.5 6.5 0.005 45 90 1.22825 x 10 
3.5 4.0 7.0 0.001 50 100 0.82824 x 10" 1 
Table 10 - Calculation of fatigue life at joint using lower approximated stresses 
Fatigue Life - 22 1.54 years 
0 0.5 4.0 0.491 20 40 25.4ýý4K , 10 
0.5 1.0 4. S 0.3KK týO 120 0.41KK1 } 10 
1.0 0 1,5 S. 0 0.220 1(X) 2(X) 0, (x)1 91 10 
1.5 2.0 5.5 0.122 120 240 0.03134 x 10 
2.0 2.5 6,0 0.054 140 2K0 0.01761 x 10 
2.5 3.0 6.5 0,019 160 320 0.01000 x I0 
3.0 - 3.5 6.5 0.005 IM 360 6. K7993 10' 
3.5 4,0 7.0 0 . (X) 1 2(X) 
400 4.63928 10' 
'I'abk II ('akulatioa of fatigue life at 
joint using higher approximated streasea 
Fatigue life - 2.223 x 10' ' yeanr 
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4.9 F'ATI (; UF: I)F: til(; N 
Fhc pruccdurc for choking and deign for fatiguc analysis is us liolluws : 
Step I 
All tubular joints arc checked for the basic API RI")A-WSI) 21" Edition (Rcf: 2J W1 S. 
N curve as a hose caw. If a joint pusses this check, no further action is taken. Joints that 
do not achieve the target fatigue life are identified. 
Step 2 
Wcld impravcmrnt techniques arc implemented for joints ttuit do rx)t nchicvc the target 
fatigue life from Step I. Two (2) altcrtwtivcw are identified a. v dcwcribcd bclciw : 
a) For welds with profile control as defined in API RI")A-WSI) Section 11.1.3d, an 
improvement factor (t ° 1) on allowable stress range. S, is considered, where Y is 
defined as the ratio of the hrnnch/chord thicknesses. In addition, a less oncrows 
thickness correction exponent (0.20 vs 0.25) is allowed. 
h) Altcrnativcly, full grinding of the surface profile to a radius not less than 0.51 (t 
brace thickness) as defined in API KI'2A-WSI) Section ('5.5.3(c) allows for a 
life improvement factor of 2 on the WJ curve as well as a 0.15 thickness 
correction cxpcment fin thicknesses greater than 16 mm. 
'['he weld improvement tcchniyuc% are implemented in the analysis by defining an 
improved W) S-N curve incorporating the corrvxlxmding cnhanccment factors as 
dcocribed above, 
Step 3 
I'm dune joints which still have law fatigue lives (below target life) after Step 2. the 
joint fatigue lives are chocked with the effect of weld toe grinding. This allows an 
enhancement factor of 2 on the tirtiguc life and a factor of 1.25 on the allowable ! Ktre! ts 
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rank as dcscrihcd in API kP2A-WSI) Scc; tion 5.6. JRcf. 21. If the joint still do not 
satisfy the target fatigue Iilc. titres 4 and 5 arc to he implcmcntcd. 
Step 4 
'Ihr ickntifiad tiitiguc scnxitivc joints arc cvaluatcd through Stcps I to 3 with incrcasc in 
chord or hracc rncmhcr sizc or thickncss. 
step 5 
the member sim in the nuxicl arc updatcd according to the most fcasihlc mitigation 
option and Steps 1 to 1 arc rcpcated accardingly. 
Following the above dtcp%. the fatigue lives at fatigue smcutc joints arc evaluated and a 
decision on the most practical mitigation option is decided bawd on proper engineering 
judgment. 
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('IIAP'I'F; It 5 
('ON('LLJSIONS 
Spcctrnl fatigue analysis mctlxxis of fixed oft thorc structure, specifically jacket structure 
WLLi ptV%cntcd. 'Ihc main thrust of the work is the computed fatigue lives using the 
spcvtral nwdxxis by using SA('S. In addition to this, by comparison to the manual 
fatigue Calculation, the most excellent method which is spectral fiitiguc analysis using 
SA('S are proven to be more efficient in the matter. 
: 1s being discussed earlier on, spectral fatigue is a statistical approach for calculating the 
fatigue damage to a structure. M is method utilizes wave spectra and transfer functions, 
thus allowing the relationship of the ratio of structural response to wave height as a 
function of wave frequency to be developed for the wave frequency range. Therefore, 
Spec" metluxf accounts for the actual distribution of energy over the entire wave 
frequency range, Research has also proven that spcrand fatigue analysis yield a more 
nxlistic and reliable results than deterministic analysis or calculation based on 
equations. 
On the other lwnd, the manual fatigue Ilk calculation is too tedious, unrealistic and 
inaccurwe to be employed for the analysis. The strcsres arc difficult to determine, most 
(wramcten are uncertain and only a few frequency ranges arc taken into account. This 
yickkd an apprtrximatc and imprecise output. Maybc this method is possible to he 
incorporutcd in early design stages for a general calculation, but it is certainly not 
suitable fur detailed cnginccring design or analysis. 
l. a t but not kaät, with the placing or ofrst orc structuresi in dccp and more hostilc 
wawm, it has bacoaw na ry for not only the dcsign but the dc%ign appraisal 
techniyuai to hcconw mtxc wphinticatod. More on-going rescnrch in this f icld is 
cxpcrtcd and hopefully it will he a groat contribution to the bondit of fatiguc analysts of 
jacket Structure in the future. 
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AI'PENDICES 
AI'I'H; NI)IX A 
ANALYSIS INPUT 
A1'1'H: NDI X Al 
1'111-S l'Rll(" I'UkI INTERACTION (PSI) DATA 
l'abk I Soil Profile 
! )rplb im'i 
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